Airport Shuttle Information

Hotel Phone Number: 847.954.8600
Address: 10233 W. Higgins Rd., Rosemont IL 60018

Pickup Location (Domestic):
Shuttle Bus Center – Door #3
Look for signs at O’Hare for Shuttle Center, Ground Transportation and Trains To City. Follow these directionals to arrive at the Shuttle Bus Pickup Center, located near the CTA Train boarding platforms.

Pickup Schedule (Domestic):
Every 15 minutes from 7:00am to 10:00pm
Every 30 minutes from 10:00pm to 7:00am
(at :15 and :45 each hour)

Pickup Location (International):
Door “E” in Terminal 5
(International Terminal)

Pickup Schedule (International):
Call our Front Desk at 847-954-8600 to let them know you will be at the International Terminal. The next shuttle on the Domestic schedule will come through Terminal 5 to pick you up.

Be sure to board the shuttle for Holiday Inn & Suites. All of our buses will feature the logos for Harry Caray’s Italian Steakhouse (located on site).